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To:

Greg Jenkins, Interim City Administrator

CC:

Nancy Lueck, Finance Director
Cinda Hilger, Secretary

From: Jon Koch, WRRF Director

Date: January 31, 2020
Re:

HSW Loader Purchase

INTRODUCTION; City staff has received three quotes for a telescopic wheel loader needed to
load organics and repair/remove motors for the depackaging machine as part of the High
Strength Waste Project. The low quote came from Abele Tractor and Equipment Co., Inc. in the
amount of $75,000.00 for a used 2015 JCB TM220 telescopic loading machine. The quotes were
for new and used machines from across the country. This was an anticipated purchase and there

are funds in the High Strength Waste Project to purchase this machine. It was estimated this
purchase would be around $70,000.00 for an end loader before the telescoping aspect was added.
BACKGROUND:

As part of the High Strength Waste Project, City staff identified several

items that would need to be purchased after the installation of the T42 separator to ensure

accuracy and feasibility of success. The telescopic wheel loader has been evaluated as the most
appropriate machine for multiple functions at the new Muscatine Organics Recycling Center
(MORC). This will allow for moving material from the tipping floor to the T42 and also give
safe access to the suspended motors that typical wheel loaders will not reach. There are only a
few manufacturers of the telescoping loaders and few used machines were found domestically.
Quotes were received for relatively similar machines from dealers of JCB, Schaffer and Wacker
Neuson. The JCB was selected for most appropriate size and lowest overall cost. JCB machines
new were priced at $90,773.00 and the lowest cost used was found in New York for $75,000.00
plus $2,400.00 shipping. Schaffer machines new were priced at $132,000.00 and no used
machines were available domestically. Wacker Neuson machines new were priced at $XXX and
no used machines of the appropriate size were located.

RECOMMENDATION/RATIONALE:

Staff recommends issuing a purchase order for the

purchase of a used 2015 JCB TM220 telescopic wheel loader from Abele Tractor and Equipment
Co., Inc. in the amount of $75,000.00 plus approve an estimated $2,400.00 shipping for the new
MORC facility to be paid from the HSW Project fund.

BACKGROUND:
"I remember Muscatine for its sunsets. I have never seen any

on either side of the ocean that equaled them" — Mark Twain

